THE FIRST FLOOR houses more than 80 computers, a café to enjoy a bite to eat and features seating for 150 in a lecture hall for campus use and other programs.

THE SECOND FLOOR’s open access to the media collection and viewing rooms with large monitors and surround sound make class assignments fun. Seminar rooms on this floor also accommodate groups for meetings or campus events.

THE THIRD FLOOR holds a number of spaces for group study and a comprehensive local archives collection, periodicals and the Teacher Education Resource Collection.

THE FOURTH FLOOR’s expansive views of Utah Valley, comfortable areas for quiet study and Lakeview and Timpanogos Rooms provide inviting spaces for study or events. Also located on this floor is the school’s general collection.

THE FIFTH FLOOR features four classrooms, the Integrated Studies Department and an art gallery displaying works of UVU’s own artists and traveling art exhibits.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

In 2006, Gov. Jon M. Huntsman Jr. announced a goal to improve the state’s energy efficiency 20 percent by 2015. As the first building completed under this rating system, UVU’s library is setting a standard for other buildings to follow and will save the University nearly $100,000 in utility costs annually.